
Customer  Review  on  Pumpkin
Wince 6.0 Car DVD Player GPS
1 Din

Bought the WinCE  6.0 Car DVD GPS Player with reversing
camera, really good product, stereo was easy to connect and
set up, camera works great and cable was long enough for my T4
van. Radio has good reception and everything does what it says
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on the tin. very happy with the stereo overall, at this price
you cant go wrong.

-by J Brittain

So I bought this Pumpkin head unit for my 1980s classic sports
car. Looks great has a clean look to it and reminiscent of
“Becker Mexico” (in my imagination) so looks better than the
original 1980s stereo.
Reversing camera was easy to fit but a little confusing to
connect But nothing got damaged during my efforts (but I am
relatively competent)
Sat nav is pretty good and so is reversing camera – the two
main reasons for wanting to install this for me
You can set up your own wall papers – you need to store them
on the Nav card not the card in the spare SD slot
Couldn’t get the boot up screen to work at all – never seems
to need it… (don’t know what that’s all about, there is no
boot up time)
Quality and finish pretty good.
You can set the screen angle to 1 of 3 positions – you need to
cycle through them with a button. It then remembers. Trouble
is when first powered up it defaults to vertical not tilt
forward so if you have an installation that leans the screen
back so that it hits some part of the dashboard you have to
slide the unit in after you’ve set up the screen angle forward
and every time it then looses power you have to repeat. not
normally a problem but something to be aware of – doesn’t seem
to mash things when it happens the screen just closes after it
hits the dash

– by Charles F
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Click to check Android 5.1 car gps dvd player,headrest
monitor,backup camera and other car accessories on Pumpkin
official website:

US site: www.autopumpkin.com
UK site: http://ift.tt/29hvZcz
DE site: www.autopumpkin.de

via Blogger http://ift.tt/2cWTJkK

Customer Review on Pumpkin VW
DVD  Car  Radio  Navigation
System
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This Pumpkin Radio is exactly as it says on the description.
It fits perfectly in a 2007 MK VW Golf GTI. The fitting
instructions don’t really explain anything but, in all
honesty, you don’t actually need them. Its literally plug in
and play. The only problem I found with it is that on a
standard VW radio, it has the 2 ports for the Arial but with
this, there is only space for 1 of them. The radio works just
fine with just that 1. Also when the car is reversing it loads
up the screen for a reversing camera which I didn’t get(this
can be solved by disconnecting the relevant wire). It is
mildly annoying but you can still hear the radio/CD/Bluetooth
music. The GPS works fine, but even if you mute it the music
goes quiet when you come to a junction/roundabout. I haven’t
figured out how to change the back light colour yet either as
it shows. The settings are VERY basic in the menu. Overall I
would definitely recommend this vw car radio navigation to
anyone looking for something like this. Amazing value for
money!!

–by Daniel
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Fitted this to our Volkswagen EOS (2007) to replace the radio
and add new options. We had a next delivery – arrived on time,
nice packaging, super easy to set up and we were very surprise
by the quality �� very good price as well. Gps is quick to
find satellites and location. The radio is good at picking up
stations – Bluetooth picked up my phone straight away and my
contacts were downloaded in seconds. We can use as well
Spotify Connect with my iPhone 6 Plus

–by Loic

Check more VW Android 5.1 Car GPS DVD on Pumpkin official
websites:

US site: www.autopumpkin.com
UK site: http://ift.tt/29hvZcz
German site: www.autopumpkin.de

via Blogger http://ift.tt/2cnNQwZ

Customer  Review  on  Pumpkin
Car DVD GPS for Toyota Camry
Aurion
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Just installed this Pumpkin head unit on my Toyota Camry 2007
and it works perfectly. The product is super easy to put it
(it fits it works) and i don’t have to use any extra cables
that come in the box. Although I knew nothing about cars
before, it took me only 1h to do it (while watching youtube on
my phone on how to remove the previous DVD player) and today I
saved more than $150 (professional labor). I took one star off
because it made me confused with unclear instructions.
Finally, I ended up not using the backup camera because I
don’t know how to do it. They should post a video on youtube
channel so that their customers can save time and money.
Don’t know how long it lasts, will update later!

–by Lambrusco
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This factory-style navigation deck is probably the best system
you could get for under $500. Because the system is based on
an embedded OS WinCE 6.0, it is not as customizable as an
Android-based system or an brand-name aftermarket deck;
however, it is extremely stable and user-friendly. Once you
program your GPS/navigation, audio setup, video setup,
bluetooth functions, reverse camera and steering wheel
controls, it will consistently operate that way without any
complications or errors. In addition, because it looks just
like a factory Toyota deck and won’t fit any other car, you
wouldn’t have to worry about any thieves touching the radio
since it’s pretty much worthless to them. In order to complete
the package, I would suggest replacing the included external
surface camera with a CHUANGANZHUO LYSB00RD05MOO reverse
camera (which has a sealed all-metal case), also available on
Amazon. You’ll need to remove the trim piece on the trunk lid
to drill and install the camera under it; and also shim the
camera to get the right viewing angle; but it’ll all be worth
it in the end because it will look as slick as any OEM back-up
camera.

–by DeeVee

Click to check more Pumpkin Android 5.1 Car GPS Stereo on
Pumpkin official websites:
US site: www.autopumpkin.com
UK site: http://ift.tt/29hvZcz
DE site: www.autopumpkin.de

via Blogger http://ift.tt/2c3nzSN
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